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Firelands
By Roger Lowe
SUH Reporter
A residence complex will be available
for students attending the Firelands
campus starting this fall, according to
Roy I.. Shafer, director of admissions at
Firelands.
Shafer said an agreement was
reached with Cedar Point, Inc. to rent
Causeway Apartments to Firelands
students during the academic year.
The arrangement is beneficial to both
Cedar Point and Firelands, Shafer said,
adding that Cedar Point approached
Firelands with the proposal.
Cedar Point's busiest time of the year
is in the summer and the apartments
are vacant for the rest of the year.
"It works out very well for both of
us," Shafer said, adding that the
agreement was developed in response
to increasing interest and demands by
students.
Students were concerned about increasing commuting costs, and asked
Firelands to set up some form of
housing, he said.
ANOTHER PROBLEM was the
difficulty of commuting during winter
quarter, according to John P. Hartung,
assistant director of admissions at
Firelands
Firelands maintains a housing list of
possible off-campus housing, but the
list is bothersome to the students and
very flexible, Shafer said.
"To my knowledge, there are 72
apartments in the complex," Hartung
said, adding that the total number of
students able to live in the complex
depends on how the apartments are
used.
Students looking for apartments often
must travel throughout the city.
The residence complex will help end
those problems, he added.
Normal capacity, with one student per
bedroom, is about 150 students, if some

Housing for commuters
students want more than one person to
a bedroom to cut costs, up to 200
students could live in the complex, he
said.
THE RESIDENCE COMPLEX will
only house Firelands students, Shafer
said.
Housing contracts are available on a
quarterly basis and do not require
signing for all year. Shafer said.
[.eases will be signed on an 11-week
basis, he said, adding that Firelands
specifically requested that the leases be
signed on a quarter basis.
Students must be enrolled for at least
six credit hours during the quarter to be
eligible to live in the complex.
THE LIMIT IS. in effect, to insure
students do not register for one credit
hour at Firelands and then take advantage of lower cost housing. Shafer
added.
"We certainly feel it (the residence
complex) will have an impact on
enrollment." Shafer said, adding that
the complex will keep commuting costs
down and make Firelands more attractive to students in the area.
John W. Martin, director of admissions at the University, said,"I
don't really see a tremendous impact in
terms of enrollment on main campus."
The residence complex is just an
option available to students at
Firelands, he said, adding that most
students living in the area of the
Firelands campus will still commute.
Causeway Apartments is located
about six miles from the campus,
which, Shafer said, should take about 10
minutes to drive.
No regular transportation will be
provided.
THE COMPLEX HAS two- and three-

Inside the News

FEATURES...The spirit of last Saturday's Doobie Brothers'
concert is captured in the words of Lee Landenberger and the
photos by Mindy Milligan and Larry Kayser on page 5.

Weather
Partly sunny
High Dear 70 F (21C)
Low near 40 F (4 ( I
20 per cent chance of rain

bedroom apartments with kitchen
facilities as well as a recreation and
study lounge area. It recently was
remodeled.
A two-bedroom apartment for double
occupancy will be rented for $165 a
person. A two- or three-bedroom
apartment for two or more persons per
bedroom occupancy will be available
on a quarterly basis at $140 a person.
Single accommodatons will also be
available.
Telephone service, utilities and linen
service are included in the rental rate.
The complex has a smoke detection
system and regular security patrols.
A graduate intern will be live-in
resident director, available to assist
students with academic, personal or
social problems. He will also provide
referral services to campus offices,
Shafer said.
Shafer said rental rates may be lower
than commuting costs in many cases,
especially for students who have to
commute long distances and battle high
gasoline prices.
"The response has been pretty good
but it'stoo early to tell," Shafer said.
The apartment complex is not being
used as a springboard for a dormatory.
Shafer said.
it's not going to happen. This is the
extent to which we will be involved in
housing," he said.

N^.Wholo by Mind, MilUgon

"ENGARDE, YOU FIEND!" Robert Wilson, who
plays M c 11 ui in in the University Theatre production of
"Romeo and Juliet." rrhearses a scene from the play
during rehearsals this week. It has taken Wilson and

his "foe" three weeks to practice this 10-mlnutr scene
in which more than 40 blows are exchanged. The scene
was choreographed by Paul Causman and was
designed to look as real as possible.

FDA requires warning labels

Rowland condemns spray cans
By Julie Rollo
SUH Reporter
The Food and Drug Administration
l FDA) yesterday announced in a joint
statement with the Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) it will
require warning labels on spray cans
containing fluorocarbons used as
propellants.
Dr. F. Sherwood Rowland, atmospheric scientist who warned that
flourocarbons used as propellants may
cause skin cancer, said during a lecture
last night that he expects the FDA to
ban the use of all non-essential
fluorocarbons.
Rowland, a chemistry professor at
the University of California at Irvine,
said at a press conference he is pleased
with the regulatory agencies' response
to his warning, but added, "I think it's
tomorrow's action that I'm more interested in."
He said the ban would become effective April 15, 1979. and the use of
fluorocarbons would become illegal in
saleable products. Exceptions would
include essential uses of fluorocarbons
in certain medicines and cleaning
solvents, which account for about two
per cent of the compounds' use, he
added.
Rowland said "essential" means
there is no substitute and that use of
fluorocarbons is vital, adding, "there is
almost always an alternative
available."

He said propellants in aerosol sprays
account for two-thirds of the use of
fluorocarbons.
Rowland conducted a study in 1973
and 1974 and found that fluorocarbons
decompose in the Earth's upper atmosphere and release chlorine atoms,
which chemically attack and destroy
the ozone layer. He said this allows
more ultraviolet radiation from the
sun. normally filtered out by the ozone,
to reach the Earth's surface.
Exposure to the radiation can
produce skin cancer in humans,
Rowland said, adding that a 10 per cent
loss of ozone results in a 20 per cent
increase in ultraviolet beams and a 30
to 50 per cent increase in skin cancer.
So far there has been a one-half to one
per cent loss of ozone, he said, and
consequences extend to possibilities of
climatic changes and adverse effects
on biological species other than man.
He added that even if fluorocarbons
were immediately banned, the condition would worsen for 10 to 15 years
before it would improve because
fluorocarbons are chemically inert and
remain in the atmosphere for long
periods of time. He noted that a million
tons of fluorocarbons were procduced
in 1973.
He said there has been "footdragging" by Congress rather than
regulatory agencies concerning the ban
of fluorocarbons. One state, Oregon,
has banned fluorocarbons and bills
have been introduced in 15 to 20 state

legislatures, including Ohio, calling for
similar bans. Rowland said.
"What's needed is a world wide ban,"
he said, adding that representatives of
13 countries yesterday represented the

first international meeting to discuss
such a ban. Rowland said Canada Is the
only country to have u voluntary
agreement to ban fluorocarbons effective
in
1978.

BSU calls Trustees'
ad hoc police panel
'diversion of interest'
A statement released by the Black Student Union (BSU) yesterday called the ad
hoc panel formed to review University Police, "another attempt on the part of the
administration to divert the interests of concerned students and faculty who
demand definite action."
The ad hoc panel was formed by the Board of Trustees to review policies and
programs of the University Police. In an attempt to make the University Police
more effective, the panel will hear from campus organizations including the
police, according to panel member Charles L. Means, vice provost for academic
services.
The statement also said, "The administration neglected to include reprentatives
of organizations who brought forth the original Police Review issue and who would
be beneficial in the brain-storming to alleviate the problems that are present"
AT THE AD HOC panel's meeting tomorrow, representatives from BSU and the
Human Rights Alliance will represent their views of the University Police.
Kenneth W. Simonson, BSU director of communication,said he could not comment on the statement because BSU members are in the process of organizing
their presentation for the panel meeting.
"The panel will be reviewing each officer, so we're going to have our input," IX.
Roger A. Daoust said.
However, Daoust said he did not know of any internal problems within the force.

news
views
"Are yon going to vote in
tomorrow's Student Government
Association ISGA) election?"
Yesterday, when
news views
asked 13 students whether they will
participate in the SGA elections;
six said they will vote and six said
they will not. One was undecided.
Common reasons for not voting
were a lack of interest and Insufficient informaton about the
election.
Nrwttt^m by G>«9 SmWoo-

Mark A. Trent, sophomore:
"Yea, just because everyone else
seems not to want to."

Nathan D. Harris Jr., junior:
"Yea I am. This will be the third
time I've voted since I've been up
here and I think it's important to
have a student government on
campus. And I also believe student
government should be a lot
stronger. It's a lot weaker than in
the past, I know, since I've been up
here."

Franco E. DeArmak, Junior:
"I hadn't planned on it because I'm
not into the student government
politics up here and I don't have
that much knowledge about the
situation up here, but if I knew
more about it then I'd gladly vote."

Susan N.Kaye, senior:
"No. I've never voted and I don't
think I will this time. It's my last
chance to vote and I don't think I'll
take it."

Deidra L. Corbett, Junior:
"Yes, because I'm a part of this
campus and I care about what
happens here so if I don't participate then I have no right to
complain if something goes wrong.
I'm one of the student body and I
want to pick the representatives."

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

speaking out

helmet controversy endorsements impossible to me

At the controversy regarding mandatory use of motorcycle helmets
roars on In Ohio, cyclists here are debating both the worth of helmet
usage and the right of the state to require it.
Anti-helmet arguments have been so loud that House Bills No. 115 and
185, both of which would repeal the requirement, are being considered in
the Ohio General Assembly.
But most of the arguments against helmet use fall flat.
Some cyclists say the helmets are cumbersome, restrict vision and
hearing and can increase neck injuries.
But according to independent researchers In the U.S.. Canada and
Australia, visual and audio helmet restrictions are minor. Thirty years of
tests by federal and state agencies and the motorcycle Industry have
proven that neck injuries do not Increase with helmet use.
Conversely, not using a helmet can substantially increase the chance of
death In a motorcycle accident. The average is high enough already.
Nearly one out of 50 Ohio cycle accidents now are fatal.
Other local cyclists hotly debate the right of the state to order them
around. After all. they claim. It's their life.
But that's not quite true. Additional injuries crowd hospitals and can
force a disabled accident victim to receive unemployment compensation
if he must take time off from work to recover.
If the disability is permanent, the state may assume responsibility for
his and his family's susbstanance. Society does have a stake In the
cyclist's welfare.
Don't repeal the helmet requirement. Cyclists need all the protection
they can get.

branch apartments
Students at the Flrelands branch of the University will have a unique
chance to live close to the branch for very low rent.
Beginning fall quarter, an apartment complex will be rented to students
in conjunction with a local real estate broker.
Available on a quarterly basis, students can live close to campus In a
double-occupancy apartment for $165. The apartments are furnished
and a graduate intern will live In each complex to provide
counseling.
The News commends branch officials for a bright idea. With increased
commuting costs and poor winter driving, living close to the branch is
reasonable, especially during winter quarter.

Endorsements? Someone must be
Joking.
After having been responsible for 45
Student Government Association
(SGA) candidate interviews, I am
inclined to offer words of warning, not
praise, to University students.
DURING THE PAST two weeks, I
have groped for different ways to
represent the typical campaign
rhetoric involving student apathy and
communication (or the lack thereof).
I am numb.
I can no longer do justice to several
dozen candidates whose platforms are
identical.
EXCEPT FOR the near-universal
"let's get something done about
parking services," issues at all levels of
importance have been generally
ignored.
In one breath, a vast majority of
candidates expressed a desire to
revamp SGA's structure, when in the
next breath, many claimed they know
nothing about SGA's structure.
A number of candidates have not
even attended an SGA meeting.

r

Kath
Kruse

r* * 1
Perhaps delirious from this year's war
wounds, either these few gentlemen
have a taste for masochism, or else
they must be content with SGA's
present ineffectiveness.
IT SEEMS the only "experience" the
incumbants can boast is that of sur-

no crime
This letter is in response to the April
19 letter titled "No Crime". Our
country was founded by the people and
for the people. I believe the United
| States ol America is the greatest nation
n> the world. Our flag stands for this
nation.
According to Mr. Bandy, "Yet. I
recognize the rights of those who wish
to take part in this ritual, just as they
must acknowledge the rights of others
to disagree and burn the flag if their
opinion calls for it." Everyone is entitled to his beliefs.
However. Mr. Bandy seems to have
misunderstood this freedom. Everyone
has the right to go about his own course,
as long as this course does not impose
upon the rights of others.
Mr. Bandy, do you also have the right
to kill your neighbor because he holds a
different opinion than you? Do you also
have the right to hijack a plane or rob a
bank because you need the money? I
finally ask, do you as a citizen of the
United States, have the right to burn the
flag?
Our flag stands for every citizen of
the United States of America. Our
constitution is a living document. If you
or anyone else must persist in this
belief that the only way to voice your

credibility. I suggest you look before
you leap (or leak).
Greg Warren
902 Offenhauer West
Editor's Note: The News apologizes
once again for the mistake.

let's hear from you

leap
The BG News editorial staff has once
again proven its incompetency. You
berated Ms. Paulsen for telling you that
it would not cost anything to coed
Offenhauer. She must be kidding!
Surely she doesn't expect men to use
"sit-down" Johns or women to use
urinals, does she?
Guess what. Offenhauer West does not
have any urinals now. How absurd So
far, I have not noticed any problems
with this. But, you say, we can't be
expected to use women's facilities. I
may come from an underprivileged
home but we don't have a urinal there
either, I use the same toilet as my mom
does. In fact, I even learned to use a
toilet on a "sit-down" John.
No wonder people question your

The News welcomes opinion
Irom its readers in the form of
letters to the editor which
comment on published columns,
editorial policy or any other
topir of interest
All
letters
should
be
typewritten and triple spaced.
They must be signed and the
author's address and phone
number must be included for
verification.
Letters can be sent to: Letters
to the Editor, The BG News. 106
University Hall.
The News reserves the right to
reject all letteis or portions of
letters If they are deemed In bad
taste or muliciouv No personal
attacks or name-calling will be
published.
Readers wishing to submit
guest columns should follow a
slmlllar procedure.

letter's attitudes stink
These are my views concerning the
recent flag-burning incident and my
reply to certain letters to the editor:
FLAG BURNING: Re Tuesday. April
19th Letters to the Editor. To Larry
Sawyer: Your attitude stinks. While
many of us deplore the burning of the
American flag, we do not feel that it
provided an opportunity to launch a
vicious uncalled for attack on our black
brethren.
However, I am sure you felt completely justified-most bigots do.
Incidentally, since you couldn't print
the so-called "deserved name," did you
hurry to write it on the restroom walls?
To Tim G. Bandy: I agree that it was
not necessary to indicate the race of the
flag burners-but since when do
newspapers use discretion? In your
article you asked many questions?
Sometimes in order to truly understand, it is necessary' to place one's
self in another's shoes. I can understand how an individual can burn
the flag in a frustrated protest against a
seemingly impregnable system.
However, this is not positive action.
It is much like a child throwing a

--•_

tantrum. Kicking floors never accomplishes the goal. There are more
constructive ways to change
inequalities in our system.
However, as an American and a
veteran. I cannot agree with the
"desecration" of the flag. A flag stands
as a symbol of a nation.
Because it is the symbol, certain
rituals have been developed which tend
to elevate the status of the symbol-in
effect creating a relationship between
the symbol and the thing symbolized. It
is very much like a crucifix.
The crucifix may be nothing but
wood, yet we readily understand the
symbolistic relationship to Christ. So it
is with the flag.
The flag is an outward extension on
an Inner feeling of pride and respect for
my country and my heritage.
My family have been Americans for
over ISO years. We don't consider
ourselves as Anglo-Americans, AfroAmericans, German-Americans, or
any other combination. We are
Americans. Because of this, we feel a
fierce pride in our heritage and the
ideals that our nation stands for.
We certainly recognize the errors of
our ancestors. We deplore the slavery
heritage and the plight of the American
Indian, and other inequalities in the
system. However, we do not feel that

I HAVE PROBABLY spent more
time than anyone else listening to the
views of the 1977 SGA candidates.
Unfortunately, those who seem
capable of dedicating themselves to the
objectives of effective leadership can
be counted on the fingers of my right
hand.
I SUGGEST the News carefully I
scrutinize each candidate before
supporting him as a representative of |
students' interests.
My only endorsement is this: By the
grace of Diogenes, may a good man
win.
Kath Kruse Is a News reporter who
interviewed SGA candidates.

■WialHKE£ANY(^JESnCNS?

gussLeohmmisl

can sga be revived?

Brian Shields f

guest columnist

By Robert W.Penry

IN DEMOCRACIES, people are
supposed to elect officers who will best
represent them.
Therefore, assuming SGA elections
are democratic, don't students have the
right to consider all of the candidates'
qualifications?
By hiding labels which might cost
them votes, candidates are no better
than peddlers of faulty merchandise.
Would Arnold Palmer endorse a golf

club with a balsa wood shaft?

THIS IGNORANCE, or "new blood,"
as some have called it, is actually a
selling point in some campaigns.
Is the News really expected to endorse candidates who know little or
nothing about the power and limitations
of the positions they seek?
On the other hand, should the News
support SGA's returning veterans?
Why should we assume business they
left unfinished in the past will be
miraculously completed in the future?

Letters
opinion is through the destruction of our
flag, then you also condemn our
government.
Anyone who condemns our government doesn't deserve to be a citizen of
the USA. If you know of any better
country, then I suggest you move there.

viving a storm of slings and arrows.
Meanwhile, back at the fraternity
and sorority houses, more than a few
candidates are relieved because their
greek origin has been kept conveniently
"off the record."
Why are some candidates reluctant to
publicize the affiliations they have
invested time and money to acquire?

this is a Justification for burning our
symbol.
When an individual bums my flag, he
is showing contempt for my values, my
beliefs, my pride, and my heritage.
WOULD YOU SPIT on a Catholic's
crucifix?
Probably not, since you understand
his feelings. Try to understand that
some of us feel just as strongly about
our flag.

With
Student
Government
Association elections rapidly approaching, a little time should be taken
to reflect on SGA's past performance
and what should be expected from it in
the future.
SGA IS PRESENTLY In a terrible
state and functioning only as a mock
form of representation. Many of Its
current members have turned it into a
place for politicking where endless
debates take place on meaningless
issues. These individuals with thelr
over-inf lated egos are playing childish
games with the rest of the student body.
The recent Bill Burris "birthday
party" Incident is only one of a long list
of Immature actions which serve no
constructive purpose. All these actions
do is further discredit SGA.
IT SEEMS that many members see
SGA only as a resume filler, judging
from the poor attendance at many of
the Association's meetings.
When
people of this nature are elected who
only seek prestige and status rather
than working to accomplish something,
then a typical, unproductive
bureaucracy is the end result.
Granted, not all members fit this
description. However, even those with
good intentions are stifled by their
fellow members.
THE CURRENT state of SGA Is best
reflected in the apathetic view most
University students feel toward it.
Obviously it is easy for anyone with
more common sense than these SGA
members to see that this organization
has done very little.
What should be expected from our
student government organization?

It stands as the symbol of what many
of us feel is the greatest country on
earth. If you disagree-fine. That is the
beauty of being an American.
We have no Siberia. Protest-please
do. This is the way that inequalities are
resolved.
Remember Martin Luther King. He
protested, but never burned the flag.
Above all, he loved his country as much
as his people.
He was a proud
American.
Examine your values, work to change
the system.
The type of protest of burning the flag
only tends to alienate otherwise
sympathetic supporters and to bring
the bigots out of the woodwork.

PUT SIMPLY, the purpose of any
student government is to represent the
entire student body. After all, the
students are the consumers at a
university and it seems only right that
they should have a voice in how their
money is spent.
A student government should be the
vehicle students use to give input
regarding the formulation of school
policies and regulations. This can only
come about here if SGA improves the
communication among the students
and promotes a better faculty-student
relationship. Furthermore, a viable
means must be present to change any
problems that might arise.
This
University's student government lacks
all these Important ingredients.

Robert W. Penry Is a News Student
Guest Columnist.

THE FIRST STEP In solving SGA's
many problems is to elect responsible

elected on all important matters.
An effective student government
should be a desirable goal of the ad- J
ministration as well as the students. It
would be much simpler for the administration to deal with a wellorganized student government than |
with hundreds of small, special interest
Kroups.

Thomas C.
Washbush

students who are willing to devote a
great deal of time in the Interest of the
entire student body. If these new
members begin to accomplish
something, then hopefully all students
would actively use SGA for everyone's
benefit.
Another important point is that SGA's
entire effort should be focused on those
issues pertaining directly to the
University. Much of its effectiveness
has been lost in past years because of
dealing in political matters on the state
and national scene.
IT WOULD be hard to dispute the fact
that there are plenty of problems at the
University to keep it more than busy.
Realistically speaking, SGA needs
the support of the administration. The
administration should make a conscious effort to work closely with those

D-YOU HAVE been as disturbed as I
have been with SGA's performance,
then it Is your obligation to vote
Thursday the 28th. Vote for those
candidates you feel can put SGA on .
firm ground.
Electing hard-working people is the
first step in giving credibility to
Bowling Green's student government.
REMEMBER, an effective student
government keeps a university open,
honest, and changeable.
And that's what I feel constitutes a
good university.
Thomas C. Washbush is a student at
the University. He Is a candidate for
Student'Representative to the Board of
Trustees. He says that this column It
not directed at bis candidacy, but
rather is his philosophy as to what the
objectives of SGA should be.
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Day in Review
from Aitociotad Pratt Report*. In Cooperation Wim WBGU-TV
Edn«d by Bill Lomrrwrs

Carter to scrap plans
for Geneva peace talks
President Carter said yesterday it may
M better to give up plans for a Geneva
onierence on the Middle East, unless
there are strong possibilities for substantial achievements towards a peace
movement.
Carter, who made the statement to
reporters after concluding his White House
talks with King Hussein of Jordan said he
is still encouraged about the prospects for
a Middle East peace, but that raising
prospects too high is "potentially
damaging."
Carter said the matter of Palestinian
representation at a Geneva conference
remains to be worked out. He said all the
Middle East leaders he has talked with
seem to agree that the more agreement
reached before going to Geneva, the less
argument there is going to be about the
form of Palestinian representation.
Carter said that after he completes his
round of talks with Mideast leaders next
month, he and his advisers will analyze the
situation before Secretary of State Vance
makes another visit to the region, expected in June or July.
Sources in Washington have disclosed
that Vance will meet around May 10 in
. London with Israeli Foreign Minister
YigalAlloon.

Monday, strong winds kept the experts
from working at the drilling platform.
Yesterday, a lack of wind forced postponement of work.
The lack of wind caused a high concentration of explosive gas above the
drilling rig, and the technicians had to
withdraw.
The Norwegian government has appointed a blue-ribbon panel to investigate
the blow-out. The rig had been spouting
hundreds of thousands of gallons of oil into
the sea since the well blew last Friday.

SALT talks to resume
on working level in Geneva
It was announced yesterday, in both
Washington and Moscow, that the U.S. and
Russia will resume working-level
negotiations on a Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT) in Geneva
beginning May 11.
The announcement said the two countries also have agreed to exchange views
on SALT at "other levels."
A State Department spokesman said this
vague expression was actually Russian
acknowledgement that a full-scale SALT
discussion will be held between Secretary
of State Cyrus B. Vance and Soviet
Foreign Minister Gromyko.
The high-level negotiations broke down
last month when Vance was in Moscow.

Field experience opportunity

Project attracts education major
Project Interaction is a
joint University and Toledo
public school system field
experience opportunity
primarily for education
majors Under the direction
of Dr. John F. Newby,
director of the Developmental Education Program,
about 25 students enroll in
Project Interaction each
qurter.

The project involves
juniors and seniors who
spend four mornings a week
teaching in urban elementary and secondary schools.
Students return to the
University for classes in the
afternoon.
Students in the project
must take It credit hours of
education courses. They are
also required to do two

projects such as developing
an instructional module or
special learning center for
the students they teach.
FIRST-HAND teaching
experience provided through
Project Interaction is additional to student teaching.
Newby said he thinks
students should take advantage of the project before

SGA elections tomorrow
in Grand Ballroom, Union
Do you want to make your Student
Government Association (SGA) vote count,
but are not sure of <election procedures?
According to Cynthia A. Mangum. chairperson of SO As Election and Opinions Board,
tomorrow's balloting will vary from past
voting methods in some important aspects.
The Grand Ballroom of the Union has been
designated by the board as the centralized
polling place for the election.
Previously, polling stations were located in
domitories and other campus buildings.
Any undergraduate student presently
enrolled at the University is eligible to cast a
ballot in the designated box from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m.

Mangum said the new senate districting
systemwill demand careful voter attention.
On-campus students can vote for officers,
three at-large candidates, and the senatorial
candidate representing their district.
Off-campus students can also vote for officers and three at-large senatorial candidates, but should vote for two off-campus
representatives.
Those planning to participate in the elections are reminded to bring University ID's
and validation cards.
Results of the elections will be tabulated by
computer, and will be announced 3 p.m.
Friday in the Student Court Room, 4th floor,
Student Services Bldg.

student teaching.
Generally,
Project
Interaction participants
work with small groups of
students, but a variety of
classroom set-ups are
available.
In the past, the project has
offered participants only a
chance to observe classroom
situations, but now students
are assured actual teaching
experiences
in urban
schools.
Newby said lie thinks the
urban school teaching experience provides a more
realistic insight to what
teaching is all about and
offers greater rewards than
do suburban schools.
"An urban school teacher
needs
greater
understanding, dedication and
creativity," to meet the
heavy teaching demands.
Newby said.
Acting as liaison between

U.S. to sell Iran planes
to bolster radar defenses
Administration sources said yesterday
that President Carter has agreed to sell
Iran five of the most sophisticated airplanes in the American arsenal, at a cost
of more than JSOO million.
According to the sources. Carter approved the sale of the planes in order to
bolster Iran's radar capability near the
Soviet Union.
The plan, called an Airborne Warning
and Control System (AW ACS I. is a Boeing
TUT equipped with complex radar and
guidance systems.
The planes cost $112 million apiece, one
of the most expensive planes used by this
country.
It can spot low flying planes and missiles
that often can escape detection by conventional, ground-based radar.
The U.S. has ordered 34 of the planes
from Boeing. The U.S. is trying to sell 27 of
the planes to NATO allies.

Attorney General suggests
paying for FBI defenses
Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell said yesterday
the government ought to-but will not-pay
the legal fees of FBI agents indicted for
illegal activities carried out in domestic
subversion cases.
Bell, testifying before a Senate appropriations subcommittee, said the
agents thought what they were doing was
in the best interest of the country.
He said the Justice Department
desparatcly needs a charter from
Congress spelling out just what the FBI
run or cannot do in domestic security
i ,iso s not tied directly to a crime.
. Bell's testimony touched off a heated
debate over the proper role of the FBI and
other government agencies in protecting
the country against subversive activities.

Good weather postpones
North Sea well tapping
For the second day in a row, six
American technicians yesterday had to
give up efforts to cap a runaway oil well in
the North Sea.
Again it was because of the weather.

VOTE

Read it
in the
News

WOLF
S.G.A. President

Cranston calls for plan
for less arms reduction
Senate Democratic Whip Alan Cranston
iD-Californial proposed yesterday a plan
that he said might provide a basis for
agreement on nuclear arms reduction.
Cranston said his proposal calls for
smaller reductions in arms than those
proposed by the U.S. recently-and
rejected by the Soviet Union.
He said both Russiap and U.S. sources
have indicated his proposal might provide
a basis for agreement at SALT talks.
However, a State Department
spokesman said he has no reason to
believe the U.S. will propose to the
Russians anything other than the
proposals already sumitted.
The Senate Whip said that, in general,
his plan would add a little, but not a lot, to
what was negotiated with the Russians at
Vladivostok in 1974. The agreement
limited each country's nuclear weapons.
Under the Cranston proposal, the U.S.
would agree to strict limit on air-based
cruise missiles. The proposal also calls for
Russia to curb its "backfire bomber" so it
could not be used against U.S. targets.

Zaire bailed out of money
problems by Monetary Fund
The government of Zaire yesterday got
some much needed financial help from the
International Monetary Fund, totaling $85
million.
The monetary fund said the money wil
be used to offset a decline in earnings from
copper production In Zaire, and to help
that beleagured African country in
meeting a balance of payments deficit.
There have been questions about how
Zaire would pay for the war it is conducting against insurgents who invaded
copper-rich Shaba province.

Whatto
tell your folks
[when you decide
to change your
major
^*fi*
^

/ >4^

The monetary fund said it has attached
conditions to the loans, but there appears
to be nothing to prevent the government of
President Mobutu from diverting at least
part of the funds for war purposes.
Because of its large foreign debts, Zaire
was known to be on the brink of
bankruptcy even before the guerrilla
attack in Shaba province.

ZETA BETATAU Proudly
Announces our New Brothers

Brian Jones
Jeff Freeze
Darryl Sampar
Terry Vogelsong
Blaine Rex
MikeHerrick
Greg White
Jerry Jenkins
Mark Argenti
Ken Ladick

Project Interaction participants and teachers are
graduate assistants. Connie
Waidmann and Stephanie J.
Mason, who give participants suggestions and
talk to teachers about
problems that may be occurring.
The Program is very
beneficial to students and
gives them an edge when
applying for jobs after
graduation. Mason said.
While University students
work at various schools.
Newby keeps in contact with
principals and teachers of
the schools involved.
"Reports have been extremely favorable." he said.
"Students
in
Project
Interaction have helped to
make a very good reputation
for Bowling Green in the
Toledo area."

Tim Sweigard
Terry Reamer
Bob Ensign
JimTimmerman
Tom Pahl
Mike Bonham
Mike Burley
Steve Burgess
Greg Seker

Congratulations on choosing
the Best Fraternity on Campus

c

^

At Anheuser-Busch, we believe in brewing
Busch beer just one way. The natural way.

BUSCR

When you beliew in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.
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Presidential candidates voice issues
Editor's note: These inIt-mews are the last In ■
series spotlighting Student
(."Mi nini nl
\SMK Intion
«il' candidates.
The !"Iln« IIIK are candidates lor president and
\U C president.

$.&
David E.
Hyland
Although Hyland admitted
itudenl government has
in the past.
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he said he would like to see
what he can do as SGA
president.
"Sometimes you can't see
the forest for the trees,"
Hyland, present fraternity
senator, said. "That's why I
think it's important to be
available to students, so they
can come to you with
problems or questions."
Hyland said his primary
objective is to eliminate the
present studenUSGA communication gap.
"We'll
move
SGA
meetings all over campus,
and we'll encourage the
dormitory activities boards
to work with us," he said.
"There has been no
cohesiveness within the
group," Hyland said of this
year's SGA. "I think I can
hold the senate together so
that we can get everything
done."
CITING
THE
ANTAGONISM between SGA
President Bill Burrls and the
News, Hyland said he feels
"handling people was not
one of Bill's major assets."
According to Hyland,
appearances on the WFAI.
talk show and bi-weekly
senate reports will increase
communications.
"I'd also like to dump the
mandatory
senators'
projects." Hyland said.
"We'll get more done in the
long run if we work together
rather than in separate
directions."
Adding that he feels a
better check and balance
system should be required of
SGA'scommittces andboards

ABORTIONS
Starling Rale
$125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Llcen$ed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO OUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

CALL TOLL FREE
800-362-1205

Hyland said he agrees with
the present districting
structure.
Hyland. top man on the
Student Services Ticket, is a
member of the University
Relations Advisory Board
and SGA's Spirits and
Traditions Board.
He was chairman of
Homecoming, 1976.

Wolf added that by encorporating the efforts of the
entire student government,
he would protest a tuition
hike
by
representing
students at the legislature.
Wolf, who is head of the
Student Activist Ticket said
he wants better representation of campus factions, as
well as a zero-based budget
with SGA.
Another improvement he
suggested is a coalition of
representatives from
student organizations.
This cabinet, according to
Wolf, would have equal
power with the senate at
SGA meetings.
"When we get this
together." Wolf said of the
cabinet, "we're going to
have a lot of fireworks. But
that's what we need."

After an unsuccessful bid
for SGA president last year,
Wolf said he has the experience necessary to be an
effective president.
"I think we should have a
student government for the
benefit of students, controlled by students, and not a
government that subverts a
student's voice through
closed meetings or adjourning meetings when
people still want to speak,"
Wolf said.
One of the issues the
history major hopes to tackle
is the possible tuition increase of $29 next year.
Wolf said he disagrees
with SGA President Bill
Burris' lack of concern about
college costs.
"I think this is a vital
issue." Wolf said. "If we
don't keep the lid on costs,
we're going to price ourselves right out of the
market."
Hoping to intervene at the
state level, he said he wants
to circulate a petition
throughout the campus.

A member of the Student
Activist Ticket, Gardner
said she thinks the group is
representative
of
the
campus as a whole.

Nancy L.
Gardner
Jennifer A.
Krueger

Plain talk about
COOPERATION

r'M

BANCAIN PRICES
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It all may depend
on how well we
work together
In recent weeks this publication has
carried u series of messages from
Armco This series of Arnvo mCllsget
has talked about yimr fob htm low
profits, scarce energy ou-rregulation.
rabid ensironmcnulism and ihoughlless affirmative action (or equal rights
may hurt your chance ol linding ihe
job you want.
Each of these issues will have .in
impact on America's abilns to create
the IH.tMUU) more jobs we'II need
over the nest ten years We believe it's
important for everybody to think
about these issues Irom several points
of view. The economics and lechnokaj)
involved, as well as the politics
Too often, most of us think about
each of America's many goals in a
vacuum. We isolate one at a time jnd
propose solutions Carrying out those
"solutions" often creates new problems
we hadn't thought about before. And
that's where all the other goals suffer.
Who would have thought that
making energy cheap would lead to
an energy crisis... or that efforts to
eliminate discrimination in one form
would create it in another'1
We Americans also tend to isolate
ourselves in little groups, when it
comes to many issues. We put on one

ROCKY

The average college
student doesn't understand
natural foods," said Dorothy
Joyce, proprietor of D.J.'s
Sport
Cycle,
Bowling
Green's only natural and
health food shop. 115 W.
Merry.
Joyce, who has been
selling natural foods here for
six years, said only about
1,000 students have visited
her store, with about 150
becoming
regular
customers. "If students
really had time to plan a
menu, they could save
money," she said.

PLAIN TALK
FROM ARMCO ON
FINDING A JOB:

WLI

hat .ii a time, becoming partisans who
consider those who disagree
.is enemies.
We'd like 10 make a suggestion.
Could we all try a little harder 10
WOtk together'1

FREE-Armco's
plain talk on
how to get a job
"We've got a Iree booklet to help you
get a job, I've it to set yourself apart,
above the crowd. We answer H) key
questions you'll need to know Like why
you should hone up on companies you
like. What to do after the first interview Hints 10 make you a more aggressive, attractive job candidate. All
prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting
with help Irom the placement staff of
a leading university.
Send (or your free copy of W«» to
(i,i J Job Write Armco Steel Corporation. Educational Relations Dept..
General Offices. U-b. Middletown.
Ohio 43043, Our supply is limned,
so write now.

ARMCO

V

Frank D. Nevius has withdrawn his candidacy for SGA
president.

Musical
A musical. "Goldilocks Goes to Washington" will be
presented by the Poe Ditch Players at 6 p.m. Saturday in •;.
the Recital Hall of the College of Musical Arts.
■':'■
The play is a satire on the Washington political scene.
The Poe Ditch Players is an interest group of University
women who write, direct and produce their own plays.
Tickets are »1.50 and will be available at the door.

Cyclethon
Rain and wind kept most persons from participating in
the Wood County Cyclethon Saturday, but several riders
completed as many as 10 laps on some of the courses.
The cyclethon committee will meet this week to decide
if a make-up day will be scheduled for any of the 12
courses around the county.

Meeting follow-up
A second follow-up of the Bowling Green Town Meeting
will be held at 7:30 tonight at the City Building. 304 N.
Church St.
The agenda includes reviewing efforts at previous town
meetings, reports on meetings with city councilman and
selection of a topic and task force to develop a community
program.
The meeting is open to the public.

Commencement
Candidates for commencement on June 11 are asked to
order their caps and gowns immediately at the University
Bookstore.
Graduation announcements will be on sale at the
bookstore about two weeks prior to commencement.
No payment is required at the time measurements for
caps and gowns are taken.

Dally diet should include natural foods
ByTimRlley

Calling her decision to run
"a natural step," Krueger
said she has been active on
the Elections and Opinions
Board and the Spirits and
Traditions Board of SGA.
President of Chi Omega
sorority, Krueger said she
wants SGA to become involved with "anything of
interest to students."
Krueger said she wants
more information to be made
readily available to students.
"SGA should have a
broader span." Krueger
said. "Each senator should
form a committee of his own.
As it is right now. people at

IEKTER

1: 10

Gardner, a sophomore
business major, said she
adheres to the philosophy.
"People support what they
help to create."
As vice president, Gardner
said she would be open for
any responsibility, although
she stressed a need for officers to effectively delegate
senateduties.
In preparation for the
office, Garnder said she has
familiarized herself with
some
vital
campus
organizations throughout the
past few months.
She has attended meetings
of Women in Business, Union
Activities Organization and
University Relations
Advisory Board, as well as
SGA.
"This is the best way to get
people to know you and
accept your ideas," Gardner
said. "It's more conducive
to solid student input than
going door-to-door."

Robert F.
Wolf

" .•, ?> AT

-...

the lower levels don't know
what's going on."
The office of vice president
is one that Krueger considers flexilble.
"I want to set up required
bi-weekly reports from all
senators, so we can be sure
things are getting done,"
Krueger said.
In addition to establishing
better
lines
of communication between SGA
and students, Krueger said
she wants work to be done on
the constitution.
Campaigning
on the
Student Services Ticket.
Krueger said she hopes SGA
can be more unified in the
future.

At Armco. we're working with many
people 10 try to gel things done. We're
asking government officials—local,
state and national - what they want us
to do 10 help ihem in their work. We're
showing them what HV need 10 keep
our plants running and people on the
lob. We're trying to slop saying: "We
can't" We hope other people will stop
saying- 'You must" W'c ought to both
siart saying: "Let's w\>rk together'
We don't have all the answers.
Hut we're trying to look at each issue
thoughtfully. SOWC Can at least discover
the pertinent questions.
Nevl lime you hear somebody
demand that anybody else do something, maybe you should ask "Has this
idea 0V9f /H'i'Vi aVlCMSSMf with whoever

will fan* to cany ii our''"Getting those
IN.UKMXIO more lobs we need may
depend on how well we all work
together.

Older people mistrust
newer processed foods, while
younger people are trying to
avoid the "chemicals that
age and destroy the body,"
Joyce said.
PEOPLE ARE beginning
to realize that they can't
keep putting these chemicals
into their bodies and not
have some effect." she said.
According
to
Joyce,

natural food enthusiasts
claim that 'things that are
touched
by
man are
destroyed," so they seek out
food that has not been
processed and has no
preservatives added.
"If it doesn't spoil, I won't
sell it," Joyce said.
Joyce travels and lectures
about the benefits of natural
foods
"It's
a
constant

education," she said. "People
don't know that natural foods
can taste so good."
In another part of her
shop, she peddles bicycles,
and said originally she only
stocked natural fods because
she had extra space.
Today, the food section is
larger than the bicycle
section, though she notes
that "usually the health food
people are into bikes too."

Audio Center one of largest in U.S.
The Audio Center, on the third floor of the
library, is one of the largest non-circulating
audio libraries in the U.S., according to
William L. Schurk, librarian at the center.
The center is the largest of nine contributors to "Music: Books on Music and
Recording Catalogue" published by the
library of Congress and circulated internationally, he added.
Other audio libraries might have larger
collections in certain areas of music, such as
the University of California at Los Angeles'
country and western collection, but the
University's center is one of the strongest in
popular music from 1950 to the present, he
said.
In addition to having more than 200.000
album and tape recordings, the center offers
supporting books and periodicals.
However, Schurk said the center does not
compete with other collections at the

University such as that of classical music in
the College of Musical Arts.
SCHURK BUYS records at garage sales,
through mail order auctions, from other
dealers and often accepts donations.
The collection is worth about $500,000, with
recordings as valuable as 160 each, he said.
The Audio Center is open for reference and
taping services 8 a.m. to noon. Monday
through Friday, and for listening and
reference services 1 to 8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, and from 1 to 5 p.m.
Friday.
The Audio Center makes tapes for ii»;..,
structional purposes only, and not for pet-:-:
sonal uses, Shurk said. But the center can be
used for listening pleasure, he added.
Each year, about 7,000 to 8,000 listeners use":':
the center and about 600 tapes are made, he..:
said.
'.'■:'■':

PREMIERE
SHOWING

ARMCO wants your plrjin folk
about cooperation and jobs
Does our message make sense'.' We'd
like to know what you think. Your
personal espenences. Facts you've
(ound to prove or disprove our point.
L>op us a line. We'll send you a more
detailed report on the relationship
between cooperation and jobs. Our
offer ol How 10 Gal a Job. above, tells
you how to write us Let us hear Irom
you. We've all got a stake in more
American jobs.

A special presentation of your college ring.
WED. APRIL 27
10AM TO 4PM
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
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Guitarists Pat Simmons and Jeff "Skunk" Baxter sing out in the Doobie Brothers concert Saturday

Doobies electrify arena
Review by
Lee Laodenberger
The spirit of California
rock was personified by the
Doobie Brothers Saturday
evening in Anderson Arena
as they put on a show that
glinted with professionalism
and electrified a typically
receptive Bowling Green
concert crowd.
That typicall; receptive
crowd was stiungely open to
warm-up band Foreigner. If
you got into them, you must

know something I don't. The
keyboardists lacked any
sense of timing and the lead
guitarist was letting the
guitar play him. What's
worse, the guitar did not
want to play. Foreigner
should be deported until
further notice.
But with the arrival of the
Doobies. the atmosphere
changed immediately.
"China Grove" first rang
through the arena, spotlights
showcasing the three percussionists, two keyboar-

dists, guitarists and single
bassist.
If there is one spark that
makes the Doobies catch
fire, it surely is ex-Steely
Dan Guitarist Jeff Skunk"
Baxter. The Skunk was
seated on a stool for the
majority of the performance, but when he
moved, the band picked up
momentum.
Just from his expressions
and movements. I could tell
he loves performing on
stage. He may not be the

greatest guitarist to hit the
rock scene, but he conveys
the essence of his music
through sheer enthusiasm.
He was a joy to watch, a
show-steeler playing to the
crowd.
THE MATERIAL performed reads like a Doobies
greatest hits record. Most of
the "Taking It to the
Streets" album was performed ("Rio," "It Keeps
You Running," the title
track), "Jesus is Just
Alright,". "Evil Woman,"
"Sweet Maxine," "Eyes of
Stiver." "South City Midnight Lady," "Black Water"
and the encores, "Long
Train Runnin " and "Listen
to the Music."
There were also premier
sounds from a soon-to-bereleased album. None of the
favorites were forgotten and.
judging by crowd reaction.

no one was disappointed with
the selections.
The stage presentation
featured some excellent
work by the light crew,
precisely executed explosions and fog waves. If
the sound was distorted,
charge it to poor acoustics,
not a bad sound system.
The Doobie Brothers
represent the best of the
California rockers that
dominate the Seventies.
They have a sense of
goodtime rock and a stage
show that tosses the hits out
one after the other, giving
the audience no time to catch
their breath.
It was high time the
University had a major
concert in the arena that
would reach a wide range of
people. UAO made a fine
choice with the Doobies, and
their spectacular performance made up for the
lack of concerts this year.

Stage pyrotechnics provide the background
for Tlran Porter and "Skunk " Baxter

Newsphotos by
Mindy Milligan
and Larry Kayser

Warm up bend Foreigner got the evening rocking

Mike McDonald

Bassist Tiran Porter

f
O
C

u
s
Selling Doobies programs

They watch the fans stream in: It was to be a sellout
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Campus Calendar
Campus Calendar is a daily listing of events (meetings, lee
tures and entertainment) provided at a service to readers
Unless otherwise noted, the events art free and open to the
public.
To submit an entry, Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 372 2003. There
is no charge for submitting listings to this section.

MEETINGS
SGA election forum 10 a.m. Commuter Center, Moseley Hall
Candidates for president and vice president will speak and
answer questions
HIP special education 1 3p.m. 417 Education Bldg. Advisement
meeting for freshmen and sophomores
BGKoSutemi Doio 5 7 p.m. 201 Hayes Hall
Women In Accounting- 7:30 p.m. White Dogwood Suite, Union
Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psl
Gay Union 7 j 30 p.m 305 University Hall
Benjamin Franklin Society 8 p.m. 309 Moseley Hall Meeting
with shaker Bruce Dudley, director of publications
Law Society 8 p.m. Faculty Lounge. Union Elections and

Thomas Mc Far land. Toledo's paralegal n»oa

will speak

LECTURES
How to Beat the Test Jitters workshop 13pm 320 Student
Services Bldg Sponsored by Personal Development and Lite
Planning
"A Trip to Communist China" lecture 1.30 p.m 400 Moseley
Hall An International Week event
"How We Teach Our Children to Hate School* discussion 7 pm226Math Science Bldg Dr. Jerry Bergman, EDFI, will speak
"Spiritual Leadership" Bible study 7 Npm 603CloughSt
E NTE RTAINMENT
Lacrosse 3 30 p.m Stadium BGSU vs Kenyon
"Rahmi Ghanda" film 7.30 pm
115 Education Bldg. An
International Week event
"Romeo and Juliet'' theater production 8 p.m
Main
Auditorium, University Hall il lor students with ID
"Put on a New Face" makeup demonstration M p.m. Second
Floor study lounge, Ashley Hah
Electronic music concert 9 p.m. Commuter Center, Moseley
Hall

Classifieds
SERVICES OFFERED
TICKETS.
PROGRAMS,
POSTERS.
FLYERS,
BOOKLETS, and RESUMES.
Computeriied
photo
typesetting. Fast service, low
price*. RAPID PRINTING 186
I. MAIN Phone 352 9118.
WANTED
I BDRM APT SUM. ONLY
J130 mo Call alter ? pm. 372
4416.

2 4 F. Needed lor Fraiee
Ave. Apis. June August
372 S0)60r 152 9130
Wanted: 1 M rmmt. for Fall
tor two man apt. on tth St.
Preferred serious student. S130
me. 352 1891.
,

PIRATES. C'EST LA VIE

3?

27 Weather satellite
„ Pr,nl(s: Co||

1 F to share apt. June '77 to
June '78. $75 mo. Call 352 4765
alter 6.
To sublet, I bdrm turn. apt.
Reasonably priced. Utll. included. Avail, early June. 352
045?
F. Needs Housing
Off Campus Apt. 77 78
Call Brigltte 372 3476
Room and board In exchange
for child care and light
housekeeping. Summer and or
77 78 school year 352 0788

"WE GOT YOUR MUSIC"

27

26

32 Theater employe.33 For ,„, o(

58 Endurance
58 Exceeds

b

|«

11

17

formation.
50 Date ,n Seneca ,

LOST* POUND
LOST: Turquoise ring
restroom main library. Call
372 2432or 352 0064. 9FWABD

OFF PER
ITEM SALE!
ANY QUANTITY!

3

IU
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It's Time To

2

'

"

braid

1 * Heron s habitat
,„ p| (

"t
„
48 Square dance

■■

„raw

,„ ~ . V
, .
39 Role for Jack

SENATOR-AT-LARGE

BURNIN'lSKYaf

Comp|,.t,.. for

»"orl

ii firmness
34 Warm friendly

•MMMMM«W«MWMMAAAAMMt«M«MMl»

"Gs

DOWN
1 Backpacker's
need
2 How
unfortunate!
3 Shoulder item
1 Desserts
5 Avian
structures

25 Trapshooting
28 Large i|uantily:
Collou.
30 Help

l»»»*AA^*A«M«AA»»»«ll»VI»WM»Vy»V»V»M

A Student

M Type ol
sweater
61 Neti
82 Small table
S3 Parti of the
London street
scene

Married couple to manage
apts. House exp. and minor
repairs. Cleaning and painting
exc. Apply In person THUR
STON MANOR Rm. 202 Ph.
3525435.
Will exchange rm. and board
for babysitting 77 78 academic
year. Call 352 1190.
New York publisher seeks
spouse of college or university
professor to sell text books full
time for 7 mos. of academic
year. Small local territory w
limited overnight travel. 51.000
salary mo. and full time fringe
benefits
plus
expenses.
Previous sales experience
helpful but not necessary. Car
and Bachelor degree required.
Send complete resume to the
BG News. 106 University Hall.
BG. 43403
Greater
Cleveland
Area
Residents- Kramer Painting
Inc. Is now accepting applications lor Its 1977 summer
season. Prospective applicants
*rt asked to write David
Kramer 2654 N. Moreland No.
21, Cleveland. Ohio 44120.
Positions Available: 11 Crew
Foremen and Asst. Crew
Foremen and some 45 painters. Non painting salaried
positions:
an
Intercrew
supervisor, an asst. Intercrew
supervisor, a supply driver, a
personal secretary, and a
carpenter.

STUDENT TYPIST
Musi
ntve good typing skills, above
3.0 grade average, some
foreign
language training.
Typing will be tested. Job pays
12.40 per hour. Prefer underclassmen Possible sum
mer work
Call Student
Employment Office 372 1252.
PERSONALS
The Chi Chi Chi Chi Tea at Bo
Jangles was OUT a SIGHT.
Tunes and brew made it iust
right. Let's do it again
the
Alpha Chl's.
The Alpha Xl's pledges would
like to thank our sisters for the
lovely daisies they sent us We
love you.
The sisters ot Alpha Delta PI
extend a roaring welcome to
Diane Beckman and BEcky
Simon. We think you're gr r
eatll
'
Our
Alpha
Delt
B Ball
Bouncers were . great in the
Marathon! Thanks for the fine
display of enthusiasm and
spirit. LS.L, your Alpha Delt
Sisters
Polo, Michelle, Anita, Amos,
and Lll Vegetable: The
Paddlehunt was excellent
Lefs call it a drawl Love.
Steve. Gunner, Tiny, Killer,
and Cameron.
UAO DIRECTOR AT LARGE
CHARLIE MORT
VOTE TOMORROW
VOTE CHUCK NORTON
DIRECTOR AT LARGE UAO
What can we sayt Delta curs
think ZBT's are no. 1. Thanx
for a terrific tea and let's de it
again soon.
Steve Hook Good luck In all
your elections. Love, the Teke
Lil Slsses.
Congratulations Mark Salmen
for having the sexiest eyes.
Love. TKE Little Sisses
Congratulations TKE on third
place in the B Ball Marathon.
Love, TKE Lll Slsses.
SGA Elections April 28th, Vote
for
GREG
MAYERNIK
Fraternity Senator
To the eight wonderful people
who made my birthday a
terrific success. I love you all,
you're great! Luv Sharon
Listen to WFAL for the SOP
WIPEOUT • 2 FREE DRINKS
from your friends at WFAL
RON SCHOEMMELL
Your
choice for Senators In Conklln.
Kohl, and Rogers
JON SHULTZ for OH Campus
SGA. Senator
OAIL STONER tor SOA Off
Campus Senator
A Special Thanks to Jerry
Gaitoul and Jell Hobble tor
making the 1977 Basketball

Marathon a success! The
Brothers ot Phi Kappa Tau.
Vote STEVE FRANK lor
Academic Affairs Coordinator

Vote RON BELL lor Student
Representative to the Board ot
Trustees
JENNY KRUEGER lor SGA
Vice President
Vote ROBERT WAGNER for
SGA Senator Irom Conklin,
Rogers, Kohl, The Best Rep lor
the Best Students.
Go with DOUGH tor Senator at
Large
Elect JACK
ECKLEY
Senate at Large
Vote
SST:
KAREN
RIEGELSBERGER
Senate
at Large
Vote GEORGE DASCOULIAS
Academic Allairs Coordinator
New Peavey 600 PA Set AM
Speakers plus controls. New
Micerople Music or Rock
Groups. Call 352 1963.
Vote Tomorrow
STEVE
MOYER lor Oft Campus
Senator I Will Listen To You!
Vote GEORGE DASCOULIAS
Academic Allairs Coordinator
BRUCE WEBER tor
Student Representative
to the Board ot Trustees
Congratulations to Meagen
Chase, the new Phi Tau
Marathon Basketball Queen
Love your sisters.
Congrats to Jeanie Wymer tor
the sexiest eyes. Love the
Gamma Phi's
FOR SALE
Sporty White 1975 MOB
Completely Rustprooled,
excellent cond.. ik.so* miles.
REASONABLE PRICE. 152
MM After 6 p.m.
12x60 mobile home Imed.
occup. 2 bdrm. c a., dish
washer, new carpet, ex. cond.
352 7902
1964 Comet. 360. new transmission, and battery FM
radio, runs good. 6250 or best
oiler 352 6231,114 pm.
SMITH
CORONA
TYPEWRITER. $25.00. 372
3694
'67 Chevy Caprice, small
repairs needed. 6173 ■ S20O. Call
332-2791.
SALES Gas and Oil Wells 614
666 3358
73 Gremlin X. 6 cyn. 3 speed in
good condition. RliBecket
seat. Call 332 9183.
FOR RENT
Need two persons to rent
furnished apt. for summer,
June-August. 655.00 per month.
3520661
ROCK
LEDGE
MANOR

LUXURY
APTS:
FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM. 2
FULL BATHRM. DISHWHR.
AIR
COND.
LEASES
AVAILABLE: SUMMEP 9
MOS., 11 MOS. CALL 3» 164'.
Houses lor 3 or 4 girls Sum.
only. Ph. 352-7345.
3 bdrm. hse nc.ir ccimpus, for
Sum and Fall 352 5802eve. or
weekends S210plusutils.
Mobile Homes lor rent Call
alter6p.m 352 80)8
LOW
SUMMER
RATES
CALL NEWLOVE REALTY..
352 5163
_:
1 F. needed to subl. first live
weeks ot lirst term. Summer.:
$80 mo. All utils pd Celt
Andre,'. 352 5745
j
CAMPUS
MANOR
NOW
RENTING FOR SUMMER:
SPECIAL RATES Ph. 3589X2, 352 7165 eve.
"i
Apt Sum Qtr. lor 2 persons:
$130 mo per person 372 4436
FOR FALL NEAR CAMPUS
521 E MERRY 2 BDRM:
FURN .
A C,
LAUNDRY:
FACILITIES FREE CABLE:
FOR T V. EXCEL COND NC;
INCREASE FROM LAST YR;
CALL 352 6447 OR 352 6489
1 F. to subl. lor summer close:
IO campus 62.50 mo Bev. 372;|
4675
__•:
Alpha Gamma Delta is now
interviewing lor houseboy lorlall 1977 For interviews call 2-:
3494.
Smote rms. near campus. Fall'6 Sum, rentals. Ph. 352 7365.
:
Prelerred Properties Co.
leasing lor Fall of 1977 1 8. 2
bdrm. apt. ellec apt. 6,
houses Call 352 9378
|
'i house 3 BDRM for 4
students. 9 mo. lease near
campus 332 7365.
VICTOR APTS 818 7th StSummer $125 mo. per apt. plus
elec Fall $75 mo. per person
plus elec 2 bdrm. Furn. ae.
352 5673
:
B.tV Apts. 818 8. 122 2nd St. !■
bdrm. turn, w ac and gas':
heat. Upper Level $320 mo
plus elec. Ground Level $30O
mo. plus elec Summer $150.
mo. plus elec. Yr. lease $250.
mo. plus elec. Model apt. A-4:
816 2nd St. 352 0205 or 352 5239.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
FURNISHED & UNFURN.
AIR CON. 8. CABLE TV. 9 OR 12
MONTH
LEASES.:
REDUCED SUMMER RENT.:
152 1600 or 152 4671.
|
THURSTIN
MANOR:
APARTMENTS, AIR CONDITIONED, FULLY CAR :
PETED CABLE TV. EF-j
FICIENCIES.
LAUNDRY:
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING:
FOR SUMMER AND FALL:
■31 THURSTIN AVE. 152 5415.
2 Bdrm. apts near campus.:
Fall 8, Sum. rentals 152 7365.
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Two University policemen
attend training seminar
University Police Acting Director Roger
A. Daoust and Lieutenant Dean H. Gerkins
attended a three-day seminar dealing with
hostage situations, last week at the Ohio
t Police Officers Training Academy in
• : London. Ohio

Daoust said the purpose of the program
was to teach officers about hostage
situations and psychological factors that
affect hostage takers.
The program was funded by a federal
grant to the Ohio Association of Chiefs of
Police.
Dr Harvey Schlossberg, director of

psychological services for the New York
City Police Department, headed the
seminar.
Schlossberg stressed that time needed
for protection of the hostages, is in the
police"s hands, according to Daoust.
Daoust said the police also reviewed
tactics used from beginning to end in a
hostage situation.
"I hope we (University Policei never
have to use the training we obtained."
Daoust said. "But should the situation
arise, we will be better informed and
better trained to cope with it."

Production promises to be different

'Romeo and Juliet' premieres
Preview By
BethRooney
Theater-goers are aware
that every show promises to
be exciting or different, but
the University Theatre
production this week can
make those claims when it
presents
William
Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet" 8 p.m.
today
through Saturday in the
Main
Auditorium
of
University Hall.

Tickets are $1 for students.
$3 for adults and $2 for high
school students, children and
senior citizens.
The production can claim
to be different as a man is
playing the female role of
Nurse Angelica, an undergraduate is associate
director-which is generally
unheard of-the actress
playing Juliet has never
performed on a Bowling
Green stage and the cast is

Toby' dialogue stiff, play lacks energy
Review By
Beth Rooney
Children's theater calls for
exaggerated and comedic
farce. Nothing subtle,
nothing pompous. Children's
theater has the power to
sweep its young audience
into the actors' magical
world, and when children are
totally entranced that way,
one knows the production
has succeeded.
When children are bored
and restless, the show has
failed.
The reaction of the cildren
in the audience of' Toby. the
Talking Turtle" indicated
that the cast had not learned
those lessons well enough.
Action scnes between Jo

Beth Enders as Toby and
Beth Wagner as Georgians
kept the children's attention.
and prompted laughter and
interaction. But dialogue
scenes were slow, and the
rest of the actors could not
bear the pressure of
children's short attention
spans and demand for
broadly-outlined characterizations.
Dorene Might was suitably
beautiful and kind as the
Good Fairy, and Valerie
Washeck had no trouble with
her silent role as the page.
David Edler as Spindle,
the
prime
minister,
demonstrated glimmer of
understanding of children's
theater His characterization

was started on the right
lines, and his gesturing and
stage business was cohesive
with his character. But they
were just a little too consrrvative to reach out and
I'.rab
the
childrens'
imaginations. He spoke a
little too fast, and his asides
to the children seemed insincere. The children
grasped that quickly, and did
not respond to him or to
Chris Shields, as the prince.
Shields was far too effeminate to fit the image of
the virile, masterful prince
of all fairy stories. His
gestures were limp and his
facial
expressions
laughable, for he seemed to
be in a continual state of

amazement,
with
his
eyebrows raised.
Pali Rhinemiller as the
mother, and Nannette
Gatehel as Melodi both
suffered from being dull,
lacking vividness and energy
that children respond to.
Their deliveries were stiff
and their movements ackward.
Only Enders and Wagner
understood the concept of
children's theater. Their
reactions were overstated,
their appeals to the audience
sincere, their movements
graceful. Both of them had
distinct characterizatons,
and Enders was particularly
amusing as the helpful Toby.
The main collective

problem of the cast was poor
memorization of lies ad
hurried delivery. However,
the set was a bonus, being
attractive, functional and
complete. The only blocking
problem was a pitiful lack of
exits. This marred the flow
of the play, since characters
seemed to be bumping into
one another as they entered
and left by the same door.
I am not a psychologist,
and do not petend to know
how children think. But the
script was far too sweet for
the adult audience, and
detection of uneasiness
among the children as such
sweetness was evident.

Alumni program develops to reinvolve graduates
By Julie K"lI"
Staff Reporter
To aid alumni in becoming
reinvolved
with
the
University after graduation.
April L. Hill became coordinator of alumni involvement last week.
The
new
Alumni
Association position is
designed to "get our alumni
involved
in
useful,
meaningful programs at
Bowling- Green and at the
same time better prepare
undergraduates," Hill said.
A
1975
University
graduate. Hill held a public
relations job with the Ohio
department of economic and
community development
before accepting the new
position.

Hill will be coordinating
four major programs, the
first being "Alumni week
77," where alumni will
return to the University this
summer for a week-long
"learning vacation," she
said.
ALUMNI AND their
families will stay in dormitories and attend classes
and
other
activities.
Children wil be occupied
with their own activities-*)
enable parents freedom in
their's, she added.
Hill said the program, a
first here, is intended to
reacquaint alumni with the
University and to inform
them of current trends in
higher educaton so they
"realize the scope of what

the University has to offer
now."
In a second program,
"alumni teaching", alumni
in professional fields tentatively will return to the
University fall quarter and
teach classes in their areas.
Hill said this will
familiarize students with
current trends in their fields
-"somethingnot touched on
in regular lectures."
Hill added that hundreds of
-», alumni
have « already
volunteered to teach one
day, a few days or a
weekend.

to help undergraduates plan
for careers. Hill said.
Alumni will meet with
students in their areas of
work, concentrating on
course suggestions and
career-related experience at
college.
In this way, alumni will
serve as contacts with
professional world. Hill said.
A fourth program will
encourage the establishment
of alumni advisory councils,
although some now exist in
different
University
departments.

Graduates and possibly
undergradutes will be asked
to serve on councils which
will meet once or twice a
year with the faculty of their
departments.
Hill said the purpose of the
councils is to discuss the
year's plans for each
department , including
curriculum changes,
placement and changing
needs of the working world,
to try to improve undergraduate courses and
better prepare students for
their professions.

using real swords for its
duels.
The production can also
claim to be exciting. After
all it is a production of THE
"Romeo and Juliet.'' with
authentic costumes and set,
a cast of 25 and a director
who is generally recognized
by the cast as one of the best
in the department and
acknowledged as an expert
on Shakespeare
The main asset of the
production, though, is the
strong spiritual bond between director, actors and
crew, forged by dedication
and unselfish outpouring of
time and talent.
What sounds like the
opinion of a subjective and
melodramatic writer, can be
borne out by the people
themselves. From Roger
Gross, director: "This is the
most exhausting show I've
worked on for many, many
years. It's so physical, and
so highly emotional, that we
go home at night really
wrung out."
From Bob Shank, who
plays Nurse Angelica, "I
love every minute of it. It is
the most challenging thing
I've done since I've gotten
here, and it stimulates me
artistically
and
intellectually."
From Michael Uppert,
who plays Romeo, noting
that he has rehearsed a
minimum of seven hours a
day for ten weeks: "Just to
know that I can do this, that I
can take this and make it
come alive for people to see,
is wonderful. I've never
been able to feel this before,
to actually become a
character like Romeo. And
it's going to help me in
anything I do after this," he
said.

their scenes. He also used
elegance workshops,
calculated to help the cast
learn "How you hold
yourself, walk and gesture
as if you are a Montague or
Capulet. and to bow and
curtsey." said Magel.
Most characters looked
through several editions of
the play, at various explanations of interpretation.
Paul Causman. who plays
Friar I-awrence, had to
concentrate on preventing
his character from becoming
a "happy, jolly monk-the
Friar Tuck type."
Meanwhile. Shank had to
learn to become a
15th
Century nurse
Cast members said they
are tremendously excited
and eager for tonight's
opening night.
Gross
characterized the show as
"clear, interesting, honest,
with a lot of excitement and
some
very
touching
moments.
But, he said, "It takes an
audience to tell you whether
it's any good."

Read it
in the
News
VOTE

WOLF
S.G.A. President

Leasing for Summer
Preferred Properties Company
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments - furnished and
unfurnished - air conditioned - resident pays
elec. & cablevision

A CAREER guidance
program, also scheduled to
begin fall quarter, will bring
alumni
in
different
professions to the University

ALSO
2 & 3 Bedroom Houses - efficiency apts.
All Residenfs

SYMBOLS OF LOVE

^WEDNESDAY

Lippert is echoed by
Angela Kirv.ni. who plays
Juliet: "To know that I've
taken this huge responsibility on and that I'll be
there by opening night is just
incredible. I feel a lot more
confident about myself as an
actress now that I ever
have."
Associate director Kdward
Magel said "The cast has a
sense of security when
working with Dr. Gross,
because he knows what he's
doing." However, all admit
there will probably be one
major problem with the
production.
lippert said 90 per cent of
the audience will enter Main
Auditorium
with
a
preconceived notion of how
they want Romeo and Juliet
to look and what their
characters should be like.
But as Bob Willson. who
plays Mercutio, said "You
have to work up your own
interpretation and not worry
about how people have
conceived the character. If
you can make the character
realistic, and make it seem
to be your own thoughts and
words, then you shouldn't
have any problem.
Other potential rough
spots have also been worked
out. Uppert and Willson.
along with Chuck Swaney,
who plays Benvolio, have
concentrated on developing
their personal friendship to
enhance their stage friendship, according to Uppert.
Kirwen and Lippert
initially began rehearsal by
doing their scene by candlelight, to experience the
emotional and historical
effect.
Magel consulted Gross
about interpretation, and
then worked actors through

have use of Bowling Green's only

indoor swimming pool for use in all kinds of weather.
Sun Bathing area adjoins Pool plus air conditioned
game room

IS
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CHEESEBURGERl

Models Open
Call for information 352-9378
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A Keepsake diamond ring
reflects your love in its
beauty and brilliance.
The Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect diamond
of fine white color
and precise cut
There is no finer
diamond ring.
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How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
FREE* Bttutiful 20-pagr booklet for planning your (ngjgement jnd
wedding plus color brochure on viral diamond f«tt and Utrit ring
ftylra Special Bonus Coupon uvet you 50% on Krrpwkt Bndv'i Book,
your complete wedding record Send ZW tor poitagt and handling
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DISCOUNT

DRUG STORES
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REG. 1.05

STADIUM PLAZA
9:30 - 9:30 Mon-Sat
10am - 8pm - SUN
DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS!
COLD BEER AND POP!
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS!
352-7248

Team folding, but no excuse for ladies' loss
said. "They couldn't get the ball to the first half 6-3, while mustering 16 shots
offense."
on goal. Tina Bryant was the bright
And although the Falcons had 28 spot for the Falcons. She tallied three
The lady lacrosse team may be upset shots on goal, Durentini said the offense goals last Saturday to bring her season
about possibly losing their in- wasn't penetrating as well as it should. total to 21.
tercollegiate team next year, but that "The homes were just not holding onto
wasn't an excuse for their M loss to the ball," she said.
"But they (Denison) started keying
in on her in the second half so the
Denisorilast Saturday.
Falcon coach Carol Dureiltini cited
COMPARING THE two halves, defense couldn't get the ball out to feed
lack of poise and confidence as the Durentini said BG was much stronger the attacks," Durentini said.
and more balanced in the latter one.
determining factors in the game.
Jenny Dunn, Judy Pelphrey and Julie
They were leading at the end of the
"I think the defense panicked," she
By Cheryl Geschke
SUfI Reporter

Lewis also added one goal apiece In the
first half.
"Linda Dey kept us in the game the
second period," Durentini said. Dey
picked up 21 saves.
"THE GIRLS FELT they were
playing flat and felt like the ball was a
foreign object," Durentini commented.
But the Falcons haven't given up
hope.

They host a quadrangular meet
Saturday with Michigan State,
Earlham College and Cuyahoga Club.

first since they are the stronger of the
two teams.

BG will face Earlham at 10 a.m. and
Cuyahoga at 2 p.m. at the men's soccer
field behind the tennis courts.

"I think we have it over Cuyahoga in
endurance, but the pressure will be on
the defense to get the ball out to the
attacks," Durentini said.

"NEITHER TEAM will be an easy
win," Durentini said. She compares
Earlham to Denison on the skill level
and said she is glad to be playing them

The Falcons beat both teams last
year in tournament play.

'This group compares with Sink, Woffle'

Desjardins likes distancemates
ByBfllEatep
Associate Sports Editor

GARY 1) -Kali on track captain Gary Desjardins leads teammate Steve
Housley and Kent State's Joe Dubina around the turn during earlier
season action.
N*w>phok> by io..y Koyiar

A real oddity: Men's
laxers get rained out
By Tom Baumann
Staff Reporter

Midwest as a sophomore,
returns this year to bolster
the defense.
Overall, the Lords are an
inexperienced team, but
very effective.
"They are excellently
coached," BG coach Jim
Plaunt said. "Their real
strength is in goal. At this
point, I'd have to say that
their goalie is the best in the
Midwest.

It's been a tough week.
IJISI Saturday, a rarity
occurred-the men's lacrosse
game was rained out. A
number of players are still
hurting. And. the weather
has cancelled or hampered
practice for the last six days.
Today, the Falcons host
Kenyon at Doyt L Perry
Field at 3:30 p.m.
There are three teams that
"They have decent depth in
Kenyon must beat to win the the midfield, and have a very
Midwest
Lacrosse good attack. However, their
Assocation (MLA) title— defense is a question mark."
Denison, BG and Ohio
GROUNDERS-Bowling
Wesleyan. Last week, it won
its first game against the Green leads the series with
Kenyon, 7-4, taking last
trio, downing Denison.
year's game 13-5.

THE LORDS HAVE been
strong in goal, andthis year is
no exception. Bob Uegner,
who made first team-All

The
Falcon
injury
situation is improving, with
Jim Macko listed as possible
for today, and probable for
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Saturday's game with
Denison.
Because of the rains, this
could be the Falcons last
home game. As of now, the
Ashland game has not been
rescheduled.
In other games in the MLA
today, Ohio State travels to
Denison, Ashland faces Ohio
Wesleyan, Marietta hosts
Oberlin and Wooster plays
Ohio University.

Doug Newcom
Dave Ring
Pat Randall
Marvin Reed
Tom Koehler
Rick Mann
Mark Zlegler
Terry Blttner

.'•THEY'VE done well and
maybe they were a little
disappointed," BG coach
Mel Brodt said of his Kansas
relays. "They (BG) had the
best time going in (twomile), although New Mexico
had run a 7:22 at the Texas
Relays and we knew they
had a 1:45 half-miler anchoring."
But if it's any consolation,
the Falcons were the best
American finisher in each
event. New Mexico ran four
foreigners in the two-mile,
while Arkansas State, the
four-mile winner, and Texas,
runnerup, used an Irishman
and a Canadian respectively
on anchor legs.
The Akron and Ohio State
Relay groups didn't need any
consolation prizes.
With only decathlon entrants Joe Hitter, Frank
Plescia (who dropped out
after the third event with a
hampstring pull) and Dave
Cianetli not placing among

Sports
■ The Va Haws

Wednesday, April 27,
27,1*77

Buckeye game set back
In Columbus, the rain stopped yesterday,
but the damage had been done.
The Buckeye baseball diamond was still
under water, cancelling yesterday's
scheduled twinbill with the Falcons, winners
of 11 straight.
THE GAMES have been rescheduled for
today against Ohio State in non-league play.

Coach Don Purvis' club, 23-7, has also had
another scheduling switch. Tomorrow's date
with Cleveland State at Cleveland Stadium
has been moved back to Friday, enabling
Frank Robinson's Cleveland Indians to get in
an extra day of practice.
Bowling Green attempts to open up its MidAmerican Conference warfare at arch-rival
Toledo Saturday.

CAMPUS MANOR

U.S. SUPREME COURT

(behind Burg*r Ch.t s Dlno's)

AND LAW AND ORDER

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
• SPECIAL RATES •
MR CnnmOMED (by |B)
Ml UnLtTES PAD EXCEPT ELECTRIC

the top six finishers, BG
captured seven Akron
events.
SOPHOMORE
Jim
McCracken equalled the
season best in the pole vault,
winning at 14-0. Other Akron
winners included Jeff Brown
in the javelin at 182-11, Gary
Little in the three mile at
14:44.9 and the sprint
medley, intermediate
hurdles, two-mile, distance
medley and four-mile relay
teams.
In the reorganized Ohio
Relays, which attracted
athletes from 18 colleges, two
track clubs, two community
colleges and 25 high schools,
four BG participants made
their presence felt.
Sophomore distance ace
Bob 1 .unn finished second in
the 5,000-meter run in
14:26.9, while Canadian
Sieve Housley toured the
Ohio Stadium oval in 3:55.00
to take sixth in the 1.500meter run. Defending loop
100-yard dash winner Brian
Storm, meanwhile, dashed to
a sixth place 100-meter dash
finish in 10.5 and Michel
Raymond went 22-8 to take
fourth in the long jump.
With the league title chase
at Ohio University a mere
three weeks away, the
Falcons engage in their final
relay outings this weekend at

12-4:30 Daily

• • •
FALCON PLACERS
AKRON INVITATIONAL
440 yard relay Cron,
Thompson, Emmanuel.
Shepherd. 43 », third; Mil*
relay Emmanuel.
Hoskins.
Zimmerman. Dunion. 3:25.9,
second. Sprint medley relay
Zimmerman, Thompson.
Hoskins. Ounton, 3:31.1. lirst;
IH
Relay Hoch.
Finn.
Shepherd, Zlmerman. 3:49 1.
third;
Two mil*
relay
McSheltery. Moch, Dyer.
Blegner. «:04.9. first. Distance
medley
relay Bi*gn«r.
Hoskins, Hoch. Dyer. 10:317.
lirst.
Four mile relay Dyer,
Little, McShcffery. Dunton.
17:46.2. first; Javelin Brown,
1S2 II, first; Shot put Steel*.
49 3,
second;
Discus
Marinclin. 135 1, second; pol*
vault McCracken, 14 0, first;
cron. 13 A. second, High tump
Spalding. 6 2, fifth.

VOTE

WOLF
S.G.A. President

Uncluttered
Cban-Cut
Ctass^ Rings
Unb*li*vabi* Colage class rings thai
are itweiry' Rings so
styiuh. you'd waar on*
lor m sh**r ornamentation of il It's our antidote
to Establishment rings
On our mans ring, you
hav* your choice ol
d*gr***symbol or fraternity letters And lh*
woman's rings ere faminme Just for woman Not
scaled-down versions of the
man s model Come s*« them
- no obligation.

FOR ASIAN AMERICANS
Presented by Mr. Franklin Chow, formerly chairperson, Asian & Pacific American Federal Employees
Council, Washington, D.C. Presently with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.

Monday, May 2, 7:30 P.M.
Capitol Room, Union
Sponsored by Asian Roots
& Student Activities

the Drake and Bail State
carnivals.

f

352-7365 (evenings)

in and see our wedding bands, too

rz a
Mon.-Fri

ZETA BETA TAU
Proudly Announce
its New Officers for
1977-78

********

The Sigma Chi 1977
Spring Pledge Class

With BG also running at
the Akron Invitational and
the Ohio Relays in Columbus, the two-mile relay
squad of Desjardins, Rick
Hutchinson, Kevin Ryan and
Anich, who eclisped the
school record last week at
Dogwood Relays 7:21.7,
finished a step behind
foreign-ladden New Mexico
last weekend at the Kansas
Relays. Their second-place
clocking was 7:24.8.
The four-mile relay
quartet, meanwhile, of
Anich,
Brent
Beams,
Desjardins and Ryan, fifth at
Dogwood, took third at
Lawrence in 16:30.1.
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Falcon trackster Gary
Desjardins likes to ponder
his team's distance fortunes.
"By far, I think this group
of distance runners is the
best we've had since I've
been here," Desjardins, the
senior team captain, said. "I
think this group compares
with Sink, Wottle."
Few can forget Olympian
Dave Wottle, the 1972 gold
medaalist in the 800-meters,
or Sid Sink, two-time NCAA
steeplechase titlist. But this
year's BG distance corps are
doing their best to erase the
Wottle, Sink from the
recordbooks and fans'
memories.
"Right now, we don't have
Sink or Wottle," said
Desjardins, the runnerup in
last year's Mid-American
Conference mile run.
"But we have more depth
in the distances.

„" WE'VE got much more
consistency since previous
years and John (freshman
.Anich) has really helped. A
freshman running 1:47.9.
He'll be there."
And if the last two weeks of
relay competition is any in- •
dlcaton, so will his teammates.

President. ..Gerald Jenkins
Vice-Presi dent.. Timothy
Sweigard
Secretary .Michael Herrick
Jeff Freeze
Treasurer
Historian. ... Robert Ensign
Steward.. ... Terry Reamer

Congratulations to our
officers on a job well done.

OPEN TO EVERYONE

10-9

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau and the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society thank all the houses for participating in
the Basketball Marathon.
MARATHON RESULTS
1. Phi Delta Theta - 272 pts.
1. Delta Zeta - 83 pts.
2. Alpha Sigma Phi - 246 pts.
2. Kappa Delta - 74 pts.
3. Tau Kappa Epsilon -190 pts. 3. Alpha Chi Omega - 71 pts.
Gamma Phi Beta and Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congratulations on showing some fine spirit
Congratulations Meagan Chase -1977 Marathon Queen

